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Abstract
I am going to tackle the regression task of vector-valued outputs from probability distri-
butions in the two-stage sampled setting, when only sets of samples from the distributions
are observable. The studied distribution regression problem (DRP) covers several important
and challenging tasks in machine learning and statistics, including multi-instance regres-
sion or point estimation problems (such as hyperparameter identification). The inherent
two-stage sampled nature of the setup makes the derivation of theoretical performance guar-
antees rather difficult: to the best of our knowledge the only available method from the large
number of existing techniques performs density estimation (which typically performs poorly
in practise), and restricts the problem to distributions with compact Euclidean support. In my
talk, I will present a simple, ridge regression-based alternative to solving the DRP problem:
we embed the distribution to a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, and learn the regressor from
the embedded distribution to the outputs. We prove that under mild assumptions (on sepa-
rable topological domains enriched with kernels), this scheme is consistent; moreover, we
derive explicit rates of convergence in terms of the problem difficulty. Specifically, we prove
that the set kernel is consistent in regression, which was a 15-year-old open, and demonstrate
the efficiency of our method in supervised entropy learning and aerosol prediction based on
multispectral satellite images.
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